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MARBLE

We are indebted to and thank Fiona Hamilton for
her cultural guidance and support to encounter
colonial records of aboriginality in lutruwita
(Tasmania). Accordingly, all language used is drawn
from Plomley’s records, to respect the palawa kani
language for lutruwita aboriginal peoples.
We also thank Shannon Foster for her cultural
leadership, advice and for the significant impact she
has had on our lives. Her commitment to sharing
her stories, knowledges, culture and plenty of
love and laughter has inspired us to challenge the
erasure of local Aboriginal knowledges from our
disciplinary praxes and to educate future architects
and landscape architects to do likewise.
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Explaining Marble
to a Nine Year Old:
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MARBLE

Hundreds of millions of years ago, before
there were even dinosaurs, the ocean
was full of strange creatures. They were
the Permian creatures and they had
crazy names like trilobites, nautiloids,
ammonites, and they had hard shells
around them. There were also some early
corals, and bony fishes, like helicoprion –
which was a bizarre-looking shark.
When the sea creatures died, you can
imagine how their shells and bones fell
to the bottom of the sea and collected
there. They piled up a into huge layers
of leftover pieces – fragments of the
creatures and their lives collected
together. When almost all of the
creatures became extinct, they left a
huge pile, that slowly got packed down
and harder. It’s like when you press sand
into a bucket to make a sand-castle and
it gets firmer. It was like that but instead
of pressed sand, it got so hard it formed a
rock called limestone.
It’s still only partway to making marble
though and it has already taken millions
of years!
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Next it has to get heated up, so hot it
changes everything – that’s how the
gems like diamonds are made too. There’s
only one place on Earth that gets hot
enough – the centre of the Earth. Its
also very heavy down there. So heavy
with kilometres upon kilometres of rock
stacked on top of our Permian creatures.
It’s melted metal down there – mostly a
metal called nickel, which is so hot it’s
liquid, and it heats all the rocks that
get near it. Some might get shot out of a
volcano as red hot lava – a liquid rock.
That’s not how marble is made though.
Marble is made when the limestone rock
(that was once our Permian creatures)
gets close enough to the hot centre of
the earth that it changes its form. Also,
it get squished from all the pressures
of mountains and oceans resting on top
of it. The limestone crystallises when it
gets close to a lot of heat for thousands
of years. It’s these crystals that make up
marble.
Then one more thing has to happen.
The marble has to get thrust upwards
towards the surface of the earth for us
to find it!
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country

We acknowledge
and respect the
tyreddeme people
of the paredarerme
nation of Oyster Bay.
We acknowledge
their elders, whose
traditional knowledge
remains in and through
their country. They
have never ceded
their sovereignty over
the island now known
as Maria Island.
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tekartee

He never even asked her name. He just decided
that he would call her Maria.
If I am generous, I might say this is his nickname
for her.
As he introduced her to others he used only this
name until everyone just called her that
#mariatoo
He wrote it into the documents about her, and
similarly entitled his drawings of her.
She is not Maria. If you listen she will tell you, but
you must care enough to ask.
Perhaps she is wukaluwikiwanya.
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Red

There are millions of Eurydesma sp, the
fossil of an ancient clam abundant in
the oceans of the Permian. If you pick
these creatures up, you can gaze into
them, into their liveliness. Small
perfectly spherical bubbles float out
from within. Someone suggests they
are no longer fossil and have almost
completed their transformation into
limestone - leaving their animalness
behind.
as we walk, we lay down our own layers, sediment
our own stories.
muddy fractures, overlapping material and
disjunctive threads
geologic, socio-cultural matrix
oyster john paraganna tekartee lou marble jo
jeanette eurydesma

not sure

For those who belonged to and cared
for this country, oral histories were a
central cultural repository, a site of
powerful socio-cultural linkage between
generations. For tens of thousands of
years on this island storytelling was
for the appropriate context, shared in
confidence with those chosen to receive
the narrative. These histories are not
ours to disclose, or to find, and neither
should we consider them material for
publication in journals or university
library shelves. Our problem then is that
we also refuse to perpetuate erasure. This
is not for the sake of completeness of
our volume. It is because if we seek more
equal and loving futures, this future
is written, dreamed and told with and
by the tyreddeme of the (Oyster Bay)
paredarerme.

We can introduce tekartee but will not
tell her story for her - it is not our
place to speak for her, but it is important
that we understand what has happened
and do not erase it.
Centring the person is a colonising way
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